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THE DIFFICULTIES OF DIFFICULTY: PROMPTS
IN WRITING ASSESSMENT

Liz Hamp-Lyons an,' Sheila Prochnow

INTRODUCTION

In the field of writing assessment, a growing educational industry not only in

the United States but also worldwide, it is often claimed that the "prompt", the
question or stimulus to which the student must write a response, is a key
variable. Maintaining consistent and accurate judgments of writing quality, it is
argued, requires prompts which are of parallel difficulty. Therc are two
problems with this. First, a survey of the writing assessment literature, in both

LI (Benton and Blohm, 1986; Brossell, 1983; Brossell and Ash, 1984; Crowhurst

and Fiche, 1979; Freedman, 1983; Hoetker and Brossell, 1986, 1989; Pollitt and
Hutchinson, 1987; Quellmalz et al, 1982; Ruth and Murphy, 1988; Smith et al,

1985) and L2 (Carlson et al, 1985; Carlson and Bridgeman, 1986; Chiste and

O'Shea, 1988; Cummings, 1989; Hirokawa and Swales, 1986; Park, 1988; Reid,

1989 (in press); Spaan, 1989; Tedick, 1989; Hamp-Lyons, 1990), reveals
conflicting evidence and opinions on this. Second (and probably causally prior),

we do not yet have tools which enable us to give good answers to the questions
of how difficult tasks on writing tests are (Po !lilt and Hutchinson, 1985).
Classical statistical methods have typically been used, but are unable to provide
sufficiently detailed information about the complex interactions and behaviors

that underlie writing ability (Hamp-Lyons, 1987). Both g-theory (Bachman,
1990) and item response theory (Davidson, in press) offer more potential but
require either or both costly software and statistical expertise typically not

available even in moderate-sized testing agencies, and certainly not to most

schools-based writing assessment programs.
An entirely different direction in education research at the moment,

however, is toward the use of judgments, attitude surveys, experiential data such

as verbal protocols, and a generally humanistic orientation. Looking in such a

() direction wc see that language teachers and essay scorers often feel quite
strongly that they can judge how difficult or easy a specific writing test prompt is,

and are frequently heard to say that certain prompts are problematic because

they are easier or harder than others. This study attempts to treat such

rN)
observations and judgments as dat3, looking at the evidence for teachers' and

raters' claims. If such claims are borne out, judgments could be of important
help in establishing prompt difficulty prior to largc-scale prompt piloting, and

reducing the problematic need to discard many prompts because of failure at the
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11. BACKGROUND

The MELAB, a test of English langt-age proficiency similar to the TOEFL
but containing a direct writing component, is developed by the Testing Division
of the University of Michigan's English Language Institute and administered in
the US and in 120 countries and over 400 cities around the world. In addition to
the writing component, the tcst battery includes a listening component and a
grammar/cloze/vocabulary/reading component (referred to as "Part 3"). There
is also an optional speaking component, consisting of an oral interview. Scores
on the 3 obligatory components are averaged to obtain a final MELAB score,
and both component and final scores are reported. Scores are used by college or
university admissions officers and potential employers in the United States in
making decisions as to whether a candidate is proficient enough to carry out
academic work or professional duties in English.

The writing component of the test is a 30-minute impromptu task, for which
candidates are offered a choice of two topics. Topics are brief in length, usually
no more than three or four lines, and intended to be generally accessible in
content and prior
assumptions to all candidatcs. Topic development is an ongoing activity of the
Testing Division, and prompts are regularly added to and dropped from the
topic pool. In prcparation of each test administration, topic sets are drawn from
the topic pool on a rotating basis, so as to avoid repeated use of any particular
topic set at any test administration site. Currently, 32 topic sets (i.e. 64 separate
topics) are being used in MELAB administrations in the US and abroad and it is
these topic sets, comprising 64 separate prompts, which examined in this study.

MELAB compositions are scored by trained raters using a modified holistic
scoring system and a ten-point rating scale (see Appendix 1). Each composition
is read independently by two readers, and by three when the first two disagree by
more than one scale point. The two closest scores are averaged to obtain a final
writing scorc. Thus, there are 19 possible MELAB composition scores (the 10
scale points and 9 averaged score points falling in between them). Compositions
from all administration sites are sent to the Testing Division, where they arc
scored by trained MELAB raters. Inter-rater reliability for the MELAB
composition is .90.

II. METHOD

Since research to date has not defined what makes writing tcst topics
difficult or easy, our first step toward obtaining expert judgments had to be to
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design a scale for rating topic difficulty. Lacking prior models to build on,
chose a simple scale of 1 to 3, without descriptions for raters to use other than
1-- easy, 2= average difficulty and 3= hard. Next the scale and rating procedures
were introduced to 2 traincd MELAB composition readers and 2 ESL writing
experts, who each used thc scale to assign difficulty ratings to 64 MELAB topics
(32 topic sets). Thc four raters' difficulty ratings were then summed for each
topic, resulting in one overall difficulty rating per topic, from 4 (complete
agreement on a 1= easy rating) to 12 (complete agreement on a 3-hard rating).
We then compared "topic difficulty" (the sum of judgments of the difficulty of
each topic) to actual writing scores obtained on those topics, using 8,497 cases
taken from MELAB tests administered in the period 1985-89.

Next, we categorized the 64 prompts according to the type of writing task
each represents. We began with application of the topic typ, categories
developed by Bridgeman and Carlson (1983) for their study of university faculty
topic preferences. However, judges found that of Bridgeman and Carlson's nine
categories, three were not usable because there were no instances of such topic
types in the dataset; further, only about half of the dataset fit in the remaining six
categories. The remaining half of the topics were generally found to call either
for expository or for argumentative writing. The expository/argumentative
distinction is of course one which has been made in many previous studies
(Rubin and Piche, 1979; Crowhurst and Piche, 1979; Mohan and Lo, 1985;
Quellmalz et al, 1982; etc). Another noticeable difference between topics is that
some call for thc writer to take a public orientation toward the subject matter to
bc discussed whereas others call for a more private orientation. Similar
distinctions between prompts were noted by Bridgman and Carlson (1983), who
discuss differences in their various topic types in terms of what they call "degree
of personal involvement", and by Hoetker and Brossell (1989) in their study of
variations in degree of rhetorical specification and of "stance" required of the
writer.

Based on these distinctions, we created a set of 5 task type categories: (1)
expository/private; (2) expository/public; (3) argumentative/private; (4)
argumentative/public, and (5) combination (a topic which calls for more than
one mode of discourse and/or more than one oricntation; an example of such a
topic might be one which calls for both exposition and argumentation, or one
which calls for both a personal and public stance, or even one which calls for
both modes and both orientations). Examples of the five types arc shown in
Appendix 2. All 64 topics were independently assigned to the catcgory, and thcn
the few differences in categorization were resolved through discussion.
Following a commonly held assumption often found in the literature tBridgeman
and Carbon, 1983; Hoetker and Brossell, 1989), we hypothesized that some topic
type categories would be judgcd generally more difficult than others, and that
expository/private topics would, on average, be judged least difficult, and
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argumentative/public topics most difficult. To test this prediction, we used a

two-way analysis of variance, setting topic difficulty as the dependent variable

and topic type as the independent vaiable.

III. RESULTS and INTERPRETATIONS

Topic Difficulty

When we displayed the summed topic difficulties based on four judges'

scores for each of the 64 prompts, we obtained the result shown in Table 1:

Table I
Topic Difficulty foe 64 1111.A3 Yttesipta

opic Topic
fficulty Set

Topic
No Difficulty

Topic
Set 0.

I I A a
42

27 A 8 43

31 B 8 44

33 B 8 45

34 B 8 49

46 B 9
12

49 A 9 18

30 9 21

35 9 22

41 A 9 23

47 A 9 24

12 B 9 31

22 A 9 33

29 B 9
34 A 9 46

37 B 9 50

38 A 10 11

40 A 10 13

40 B 10 24

43 A 10
29

10 A 10
30

21 A 10
39

23 B 10
42

26 A 10
45

28 A 10 47

28 B
10

33 A 11
13

32 9 11
18

37 A 11
26

38 11
27

39 A 11
44

41 12 50

Most prompts had a difficulty score around Cie iriddic of the overall

difficulty scale (i.e. 8). This is either because most prompts arc moderately

difficult, or, and more likely, because of the low reliability of our judges'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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judgments. The reliability of thc prompt difficulty judgments, using Cronbach's
alpha, was .55.

And here was our first difficulty, and our first piece of interesting data: it
seemed that claims that easy readers and language teachers can judge prompt
difficulty, while not precisely untrue, are also not precisely true, and certainly not
true enough for a well-grounded statistical study. When we looked at the data to
discover whether the judgments of topic difficulty could predict writing score,
using a two-way analysis of variance, in which writing score was the dependeut
variable and topic difficulty was the dependent variable, we found that our
predictions were almost exactly the reverse of what actually happen (see Table
2).

Table 2: Difficulty Judgments and Writing Scores

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 8.CATSCOR
e.I 8583 OUT OF 8583

SOURCE OF SW OF SORS MEAN SOR F-STAT I ST IC SIGNIF

BETWEEN 8 413.31 51.663 5.2529 .0000WITHIN 8574 84327. 9.8352TOTAL 8582 84740. (RANDOM EFFECTS STATISTICS)

ETA- .0698

SUMDIFF

ETA-SOR- .0049

N MEAN

(VAR COMP- .46927 -1 %VAP AMONG. .47)

VARIANCE STO OEV

(4) 679 8.9455 8.4439 2.9058
(5) 113 8.9823 6.5533 2.5599
(6) 737 9.1045 9.3872 3.0638
(7) 1539 9.4048 10.579 3.2526
(8) 2325 9.4705 9.5634 3.0925
(9) 1501 9.5776 10.851 3.2941
(10) 1040 9.6519 9.1242 3.0206
(11) 577 9.7660 10.763 3.2807
(12) 72 9.4028 7.1453 2.6731

GRANO 8583 9.4394 9.8742 3.1423

Mcan writing score increased, rather than decreased, as topic difficulty
increased, except for topics in the group judged as most difficult (those whose
summed rating was 12, meaning all four judges had rated them as 3= difficult).
As shown in Figure 1, topic difficulty as measured by "expert" judgment is unable
to explain any of the variance in MELAB writing score.

62 ,
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Figure 1: ANOVA

Topic Difficulty and Writing Score

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF e CATSCOR N 8583 OUT OF 10447

SOURCE OF SUM SORS MEAN SOR FsTAT SIGNIF

REOREO:ION i 372.05 172.05 17 A47 0000

ERROR 8581 81368. 3.8320
TOTAL 8582 84740.

WILT R. 06626 RS0R- .00439 3.1356

VARIABLE PARTIAL COEFF STD ER1OR TSTAT SIONIF

CONSTANT 8.5291 .15179 56.190 O.

16.SUMOoFF 06626 .11458 .18623 1 6.1515 .0000

Further, while the effect of judged topic difficulty on writing score is significant

(p.-- .0000), the magnitude of the effect is about 18 times smaller than would be
expected, considering the relative lengths of thc writing and topic difficulty
scales. That is, since the writing scale is approximately twice as long as the topic
difficulty scale (19 points vs. 11 poir.ts), we would expect, assuming "even" writing
proficiency (i.e. that writing proficiency increases in steps that are all of equal
width) that every 1-p3int increase in topic difficulty would be associated with a 2-

point decrease in writing score; instead, the coefficient for topic difficulty effect

(.11456) indicates that a 1-point increase in topic difficulty is actually, on
average, associated with only about a 1/10-point increase in writing score. Also,
it should be noted that such an increase is of little practical consequence, since a

change of less than a point in MELAB writing score would have no effect either

on reported level of writing performance or on final MELAB score.

Task Type Difficulty

We had hypothesized hat when topics wcrc categorized according to topic

type, the topic type categories would vary in judged difficulty level, and that thc
overall difficulty level of categories would vary along two continua: "orientation"

(a private/public continuum), and "response mode" (an
expository/argumentative continuum) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Response Mode, Orientation and Topic Difficulty

expository

Prcdictions

private

public

argumentative

Table 3 shows the difficulty ratings for each category or "response mode":

Table 3' ReAR2115e Modes_AMA Difficulty Ratings

Topic Category Groupings

Expl'ers
bitt

ExpPub
DIff

ArgPers ArgPub Comb.
I par

11A 4 4013 7 49A 5 37A 8 308 6
27A 4 10A 8 1213 7 39A 8 34A 7
2913 4 32A 8 38A 7 43B 8 28A 8
318 4 41B 8 385 8 218 9 45A 8
3313 4 49B 8 42A 8 228 9 268 1 1

345 4 12A 9 35A 9 248 9
468 5 185 9 24A 1 0 31A 9
358 6 23A 9 29A 1 0 33A 9
41A 6 10B 11 3913 1 0 46A 9
47A 6 18A 11 458 1 0 118 10
22A 7 13A 10
37B 7 428 10
21A 8 135 11
2313 8 2713 11
26A 8 44A 11
288 8 50A 12
325 8
SOB 9
30A 10
47B 10

diff=6.528
wr =9.063

r diff.-13.746
I wr =9398

diff=8.440
wr.=93 S9

T di ff =8.932
wr =9.904

diff=7.713
wr..9 517

overa.1 dff.94S5 overall wr-9.470T
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We conducted an A NOVA, shown in Figure 3, which showed that our
predictions were correct: prompts categorized as expository/private by judges

are, on average, judged easiest and those categorized as argumentative/public
are judged hardest.

Figure 3: ANOVA

Topic Difficulty Judgments and Response Mode Difficulty

Judgments

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 16.SUM0IFF N- 8497 OUT OF 8497

SOURCE OF SUM OF SORS MEAN SOR F-STATISTIC SIGN»

BETWEEN 4 8635.0 2158.8 998.42 O.

waTNIN 8492 18361. 2.1E22

TOTAL 8496 26996. (RANDoM EFFECTS STATISTIC%)

ETA- 5656 ETA-SOn- .3199 (vAR comp. 1.3219 %vAn AmoNG. 37 94)

CATEGoRy MEAN VARIANCE STO DEV

EXPRRI 2538 6.5284 2.8666 1.6931

EXPPUB 1210 8.7463 1.6618 1.2891

ARGPR1 1543 8.4407 1.7447 1.3209

ARGPUB 2417 8.9326 1.6482 1.2838

COmBIN 789 7.7136 3.0549 1.7478

GRANO 8497 7.9854 3.1775 1.7826

CONTRAST
OBSERVED PREDICTED F-STAT SIGNIF

- 2.0986 -O. 892.49 O.

- 2 7098 -O. 1468.0 O.

-1.7261 -0. 603.74 O.

Since the two sets of judgments were made by the same judges, albeit six months

apart, such a finding is to be expected.

Judgments and Writing Scores

When we looked at the relationships between our "expert" judgments of

topic difficulty and task type, and compared them with writing scores, our
predictions were not upheld by thc data. We had hypothesized that topics in thc

category judged most difficult (argumentative/public) would get the lowest
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scores, while topics in the category judged least difficult (expository/private)
would get the highest scores, with topics in the other categories falling in
between. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a two-way analysis of variance, in
which writing score was the dependent variable and topic type the independent
variable. The results of the ANOVA, shown in Figure 4, reveal that our
predictions were exactly the reverse of what actually happened: on average,
expository/private topics are associated with the lowest writing scores and
argumentative/public the highest.

Figure 4: ANOVA

Writing Performance for Prompt Categories

ANALYSIS OF

SOURCE

VARIANCE OF 8.CATSCOR NA 5497 OUT OF 8497

OF SUM OF SORS MEAN SOR F-STATISTIC SIDNIF

BETWEEN 4 896.71 224.16 22.899 0000
WITHIN 8492 83137. 9.7900
TOTAL 8496 84034. (RANDOM EFFECTS STATISTICS)

(TA. 10)3 ETA-SOR. 0107 (VAR COMP. 13141 %VAR AMONG. 1.32)

CATEGORY N MEAN VARIANCE STO DEV

EXPPRI 2538 9.0634 6.9849 2.9975
EXPPU8 1210 9.3983 11.348 3.3687
ARGPRI 1543 9.3597 9.9127 3.1464
Ai/OPUS 2417 9.9040 9.6762 3.1107
COMBIN 789 9.5171 10.100 3.1781

GRAND 8497 9.4462 9.6910 3.1450

CONTRAST
OBSERVED PREDICTED F-STAT SICHIF

-.80192 -0. 28.781 .0000
-.87924 -0 . 34.599 .0000
.20941 -0. 1.9627 .1613

We then looked at the combined effects of topic difficulty and prompt
categories, predicting that topics with the lowest difficulty ratings and of the
easiest (expository/private) type would get the highest writing scores, and that
topics with the highest difficulty ratings and of the hardest
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(argumentative/public) type would get the lowest writing scores. To test this, we

again used a two-way analysis of variance, this time selecting writing cr.ore as the

dependent variable and topic difficulty and topic type as thc independent
variables. It should be noted that in order to be able to use ANOVA for this

analysis, we had to collapse the number of difficulty levels from 9 to 2, in order

to eliminate a number of empty cells in the ANOVA table (i.e. some topic types
had only been assived a limited range of difficulty ratings). The results of this

analysis are shown i t Figure 5.

Figure 5: ANOVA

Topic Difficulty Judgments Prompt Categories and Writing

Performance

dific tvot COUNT CELL MEANS ST DEV
1 expri 1647 8.99454 3.01525
1 xpub 215 8.27442 3.26895
1 argpri 290 9.60690 3.11886

1 argpub 431 9.97680 3.08627

1 coubin 399 9.62406 3.28068
2 expri 891 9.19080 2.96185

2 expub 995 9.64121 3.34214

2 argpri 1253 9.30247 3.15372

2 ampub 1986 9.88822 3.11648
2 coubin 390 9.40769 3.06995

SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES OF MEAN SQUARE F TAIL PROB

MEAN 451627.86938 1 451627.86938 46319.54 0.0

diffic 46.57869 1 46.57869 0.0289

type 769.24715 4 192.31179 0.0

dt 357.94852 4 89.48713 0.0000

ERROR 82750.52196 8487 9.75027

As the ANOVA suggests and Table 4 shows clearly, our predictions were
again almost the revers,.: of what actually happened: expository/private topics
judged easiest (expri 1), as a group had the second lowest mean writing score,
while argumentative/public topics judged most difficult, as a group had the
second highest mean writing score.
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Table 4:

Combined Effects of Topic Difficulty and Topic Type

x writing score topic type 6 difficulty

8.27442 expository/public 1

8.99454 expository/private 1

9.19080 expository/private 2

9.30247 argumentative/private 2

9.40769 combination 2

9.60690 argumentative/private 1

9.62406 combination

9.64121 expository/puolic 2

9.88822 argumentative/public 2

9.97680 argumentative/public 1

IV. DISCUSSION

Thus, patterns of relationship between topic difficulty, type and writing
performance which we predicted based on commonly held assumptions were not
matched by ovr writing score data. What we did find were unexpected but
interesting patterns which should serve both to inform the itcm writing stage of
dircct writing test development, and to define questions about the effects of topic
typc and difficulty on writing performance which can be explored in future
studies.

Several intriguing questions for further study arisc from possible
explanations for the patterns we did discover in our data. One possible
explanation is that our judges may have misperceived what is and is not difficulty
for MELAB candidates to write about. A common perception about writing test
topics is that certain types of topics are more cognitively demanding than others,
and that writers sill have more difficulty writing on these. Yet, it may be that
either what judges perceive a. cognitively demanding to ESL writers is in fact
not, or alternately, that is not necessarily harder for ESL writers to write about
thc topics judged as more cognitively demanding while some LI studies have
concluded that personal or private topics are easier for LI writers than
impersonal or public ones, and that argumentative topics are more difficult to
write on than topics calling for other discourse modcs, these LI findings do not
necessarily generalize to ESL writers.

Another possible explanation for the patterns wc discovered is that perhaps
more competent writers choose hard topics and less competent writers choose

6 8
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easy topics. In fact, there is some indication in our data that this may be true. We
conducted a preliminary investigation of this question, using information
provided by Part 3 scores of candidates in our dataset. The Part 3 component is
a 75-minute multiple choice grammar/doze/vocabulary/reading tcst, for which
reliability has been measured at .96(KR21). The Pearson correlation between
Part 3 and writing component scores is .73, which is generally interpreted to
mean that both component are measuring, to some extent, general language
proficiency. We assumed, for our investigation of thc above question, that
students with a high general langvage proficiency (as measured by Part 3) will
tend to have high writing proficiency. In our investigation we examined mean
indeed been chosen by candidates with higher mean Part 3 scores. We found this
to be truc for 15 out of 32--nearly half--of the topic sets; thus, half of the time,
general language proficiency and topic choice could account for the definite
patterns of relationship we observed between judged topic difficulty, topic trpe
and writing performance. One of these 15 sets, set 27, was used in a study by
Spaan (1989), in which the same writers wrote on both topics in the set (A and
B). While she found that, overall, there was not a significant difference between
scores on the 2 topics, significant differences did occur for 7 subjects in her
study. She attributed these differences mostly to some subjects apparently
possessing a great deal more subject matter knowledge about one topic than the
other.

A further possible explanation for the relationship we observed between
difficulty judgments and writing scores could be that harder topics, while perhaps
more difficult to write on, push students toward better, rather than worse writing
performance. This question was also explored through an investibation of topic
difficulty judgments, mean Part 3 scores and mean writing scores for single
topics in out dataset. We found in our dataset 3 topics whose means Part 3
scores were below average, but whose mean writing scorcs were average, and
which were judged as "hard"(11 or 12, argumentative/public). One of these
topics asked writers to argue for or against US import restrictions on Japanese
cars; another asked writers to argue for or against governments treating illegal
aliens differently based on their different reasons for entering; the other asked
writers to argue for or against socialized medicine. The disparity between Part 3
and writing performance on these topics, coupled with the fact that they wcrc
judged as difficult, suggests that perhaps topic difficulty was an intervening
variable positively influencing the writing performance of candidates who wrote
on these particular topics. To thoroughly test this possibility, future studics could
be conducted in which all candidates write on both topics in these sets.

A related possibility is that perhaps topic difficulty has an influence, not
necessarily on actual quality of writing performance, but on raters' evaluation of
that performance. That is, perhaps MELAB composition raters, consciously or
subconsciously, adjust thcir scores to compensate for, or even reward, choice of
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a difficult topic. In discussions between raters involved in direct writing
assessment, it is not uncommon for raters to express concern that certain topics
are harder to write on than others, and that writers should therefore be given
"extra credit" for having attempted a difficult topic. Whether or not these
concerns translate into actual scoring adjustments is an important issue for direct
writing assessment research.

V. CONCLUSION

In sum, thc findings of this study provide us with information about topic
difficulty judgments and writing performance without which we could effectively
proceed to design and carry out research aimed at answering the above
questions. In other words, we must first test our assumptions about topic

difficulty, allowing us to form valid constructs about tcpic difficulty, allowing us
to form valid constructs about topic difficulty effect; only then can we proceed to
carry out meaningful investigation of the effect of topic type and difficulty on
writing performance.
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APPENDIX 2: Samples of Topic Categories

Type 1: EXPOSITORY/PRIVATE

Whcn you go to a party, do you usually talk a lot, or prefer to listen? What does
this show about your personality?

Type 2: EXPOSITORY/PUBLIC

Imagine that you arc in charge of establishing the first colony on the moon.
What kind of people would you choose to take with you? What qualities and
skills would they have?

Type 3: ARGUMENTATIVE/PRIVATE

A good friend of yours asks for advice about whether to work and make money
of whether to continue school. What advice would you give him/her?

Type 4: ARGUMENTATIVE/PUBLIC

What is you opinion of mercenary soldiers (those who are hired to fight for a
country other than thcir own?)
Discuss.

T3pe 5: COMBINATION (ARCUMENTATIVE/EXPOSITORY/PUBLIC)

People who have been seriously injured can be kept alive by machines. Do you
think they should be kept alive at great expense, or allowed to dic? Explain your
reasons.
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